NO CHARGE OPTIONS on Custom Outdoor Upholstery
Simply choose your seat fabric to determine the graded price, then select any combination of the following options to create your unique custom outdoor upholstery:

Contrast with FABRIC....using any fabric Grades A-B-C-D-E
- on both sides of standard throw or kidney pillows
- on one side of standard throw or kidney pillows
- on back cushions (where standard)
- on kidney pillow borders

Contrast with WELT....using any fabric Grades A-B-C-D-E
- on standard throw or kidney pillows
- on back cushions
- on seat cushions

Contrast with TRIM....on standard throw or kidney pillows
- add outdoor decorative fringe
- add outdoor decorative cord

Your choice...no charge

Final Touches No Charge Options applies to all custom upholstery frames. When using a seat fabric in Grades F-G-H, contrasting fabrics and welts at the same grade or below are included in the base price. However, if the seat fabric is Grades A-B-C-D-E, contrasting fabrics and welts in F-G-H require an upcharge. Adding cord or fringe to seat or back cushions requires an upcharge for any body fabric. See dealer for pricing.